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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Monday, October 21, 1968

Loca I Television Denies Tijerina Prime Time

By SHANNON ROBINSON
Staff Writer
Reies Lopez Tijerina on Oct. 16
asked to buy and was denied
prime time on the three major
Albuquerque television stations.
Tijerina stated there was a
statewide conspiracy to blackout
his campaign from television

Want Ads
FOR SALE
1960 FORD GALAXIE, 4-door hardtop,
v..s. Automatic transmission, radio &
heater. $200. 1724 Lead SE, after 4 and
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1964 WHITE MERCURY METEOR. Excellent condition, power steering, brakes,
transmission. Heater & radio, $500. CaU
266-2219.
1968 MONTESSA SCORPION 250cc. Save
$250 on 900 mile, like new Bike. Days
call 277-4744, evenings see at 2613 Dakota NE, Apt. 5.
CORRALES WINESAP APPLES. Freshly
picked. Crisp and tangy. For eating,
cooking & freezing. Quality guaranteed.
Only $4 for a 40-pound box. Delivered
to the University area. Call 898-0450.
1966 SEARS MOTORCYCLE 106 cc. 4
cycle. Like new. Gary Johnson. 298-8623.
1965 VW Sedan. Excellent condition. Call
277-5209, Dr. Fritz Kempter.
TWO STUDENT NURSE'S UNIFORMS,
Comp]ete. Size 12. Very good condition.
Call 247-9170 after 6 p.m.
FADED BLUE '55 Chevy, 4-door. V•8,
Radio, Heater. Asking $250. Come by
Lobo office, don•t call. Ask for Burton.
1965 DUCAT! 250co Motorcycle. Newly
painted metalic blue. Mu•t go. $360 with
helfet, extra sprocket. Call 268-3065.
1967 SUZUKI-150cc. One owner. $295.00.
Call 21i6-1685,
1967 GREEN TRIUMPH Spitfire. $1845.
Engine in excellent shape: 24 m.p.g. in
town. Call 299-9161.
WHY PAY RENT when for only $350.
down & low monthly payments you can
have the pride of home ownership, build
an equity, and hnvc tnx l"eliet. See this
charn1ing 2 hd rm, w/fonnal clining
room & large Jiving room w /fireplace, 2
patios, part basement, garage, central
forced air, hardwood floors. Close to Nob
Hill. Call Sam Cooper 265-8571; evenings
842-8280. Caird Norrls Realty.
HELP WANTED
PHOTOGRAPHERS-shoot for The Lobo.
Long hours, lousy lab worse equipment.
A challenge for any man and $2 n picture. Mnke application to any Lobo
edttor. Rm. 158, Student Pub wing of
the Journalism Building (at Yale and
Central).
THIS CRUSOE needs n girl Friday; a
personable, neat and accurate typist for
general office work. Mon.-Fri. 1 or 2
p.m.-5 p.m. Write resume c/o UNM
LOBO, P.O. Box 20, UNM.
FRESHMEN ,AND WOMEN-..nd nnyone
else who ren.lly cares-you can join Tbe
Lobo .ns a cub reporter, work long hours
ior low. low pay, and eventually work
your way up to n real Position on the
paper. Positions llmited by Imagination

only~·--~~==~~~~-------

MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: Portable tape recorder and
tapes, for class lectures. Cheap ($) but
sturdy. Call 268-2139 evenings or come
by LOBO office. J. Mi!oglav.
PLEASE help Cesar Chavez and min-ant
workers I Picket supermarkets in Grape
Boycott. Meet at Newman Center; Wed.
4:30 PM; Sat. 11:30 AM.
WAN'rED: People interested In reduced
nlr !ares to WMhington, D.C. for Chrutm..,, Group fare will be $166.00. Call
Mary, ext. 2326, or 842-9502, after 5:30
p.m. Remember there will be no standby or student rates during Christmas.
PART German Shepard puppies. FREE.
Call 242·6562.
GO TO THE Lobo, Hiland, Cinema East,
Kimo, State, Sunshine Theatres for leas.
DISCOunt cards available at NSA office or
SUB ticket booth.
WANTED: Two hasbero for sorority
house. Phone 242-9273.
THE PLEDGE CLASS of Phi Gamma Delta challenges any one to do anything at
any time.
PERSONAL
2 GIRLS need third girl for roommate for
nice house in Ridgecrest. $51 a month.
Call 255-4351 or 247-2333.
BOARD AND ROOM
I WILL provide room & board for any lrlrl
willing to help with some housekeeping
& baby sitting for 2 school-age children.
256-1758 evenings.
STUDENTS-PARK WTH US- Modern
accomodations with a large parking Jot.
Phone 243-2881.

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
OF THE
NATIONAL THEATRE
OF GREAT BRITAIN

LAURENCE

coverage. Referring to the Albuquerque stations he said, "They
are nothing but the tools of the
rich man, only our party is free
from organized crime, the party
machine, and the organized economic structure."
Max Sklower, station manager
for KOAT explained that "If he
is declared ,an official certified
candidate then we will not deny
him the time to speak," however,
"we are waiting till the supreme
court rules on Tijerina's candidacy." Jerry Danzinger of KOB
agreed that at this time Tijerina
should not be considered a candidate. "We had our attorney
check with state authorities and
the response was that ·Tijerina
was not a candidate."
Bill Higgs, People's Constitutional Party candidate for the
1st congressional district, pointed
to a writ of alternate mandamus
that he contends acknowledges the
uncertified PCP candidates as
legitimate.
Higgs stated that, "Preliminary
findings by the court after hearing our presentation stated that
we had shown sufficient reason
that we should be on the ballot
and that Mrs. Evans (Secretary
of State) must now come in and
show why we shouldn't be considered candidates. As of Oct. 8,
when the writ was issued, our
position is that we are duly qualified candidates."
Sklower of KOAT further elaborated on his policy toward granting time for political programs,
"As long as a candidate speaks
in good taste, within the realm
of truth, and short of libel, his
statement will be acceptable!"
Higgs said that "if Tijerina believes there's a conspiracy against
him and the rights of Spanish
Americans, then how can a station
manager say it isn't within the
realm of truth. If his belief of
what is within the realm of truth
dictates what is to be put on the
air, then our freedom of speech
is severely limited."
Sklower said that "any statement that could. be designed to
arouse hatred, advocate the overthrow of the government, is anarchistic, or inciting to riot, would
be considered in bad taste and
detrimental to the public good."
Sklower stated that he would be
adverse to airing such remarks.
Higgs responded, "What does
he think Wallace is doing? In
Mississippi they didn't have time
for black candidates to be on television until the FCC threatened
to take away their license."
KOB's Jerry Danziger said,
"The last week has been left open
for Tijerina's appearance if he is
certified. If the supreme court ruling is in his favor, then an invi-
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WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY OCT. 23 & 24
'?a'·''{.;ia''' ~0''~'o''':.l''Q\,~.·o'''~~·o·'·'~,.~~~;'JJ.::,, Advance tickets available at SUNSHINE
.
, . ' •
•v- '-' .u.. THEAIRE AND RHODES CORONADO or
p[,ono CENTRAL TICKET AGENCY 2431703. Matinee 2 Ji.M., ADULTS $1.50,
.
. -. , .• .. _ . .. . • ·Q. STUDENTS $1.00. EVENING 8 P.M.
~*.<~·~~Q:~.Q:;.$?._;.,9'--'9-·'~<;;h.,r ADUL'TS $2.00, STUDENTS $!.50.

as inciting to riot, "The Chicago
political riots and the racial riots
were touchy issues for television
coverage,'' Morrison said.
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Dr. Benjamin Spock will speak here Thursday, Oct. 31 in Johnson
Gym. He was convicted earlier this year of counseling young men to
avoid the draft. Tickets are now on sale at the Popejoy Hall box office.
Spock is the author of the best-selling book "Baby and Child Care,"
which sold 16,000,000 copies and has been translated into 26 languages.

Dr.Spock

TONIGHT

-8:15 P.M.
ADM.-5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50
UNM Students with Activity Cards
Y2 PRICE

This offer exp~rcs March 31J 1969. ~llow 2 to 3 vleeks for de1ive.ry4

By SHANNON ROBINSON
Staff Writer

go and Chavez) since they both
began in politics," Hillerman said.

A statewide television debate
between gubernatorial candidates
David Cargo and Fabian Chavez
has been tentatively scheduled for
Thursday during the New Mexico
Education Association convention.
The debate has not been scheduled for a definite time since a
state supreme court decision could
certify Reies Tijerina's candidacy,
which would drastically alter the
organization of the debate. If Tijerina is declared an official candidate by the court, then he would
be entitled to appear on the program.
Question Raised
Max Sklower, station manager
of KOAT, raised the possibility
that Cargo and Chavez might call
off the debate if Tijerina is invited
to appear.
Anthony Hillerman, chairman
of the UNM journalism department, has been asked by both
parties to moderate the debate.
"I've known the candidates (Car-

Work on Procedures
"I'll sit down with Senator Eastland and Penrod Toles, Democratic State Chairman, and I will work
out procedures for the debate.
Presumably, we'll have a panel
of newsmen to ask questions. To
insure fairness in equal division
of time, we'll probably restrict
the length of the answers."
Asked if he knew if the debate
will take place on Thursday, Hillerman said he was not sure. The
fairness doctrine under the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) may operate if Tijerina is
on the ballot, Hillerman said.
"Stations would probably be adverse to granting Tijerina the opportunity to ask for free time."

LeMay Disparages Viet Nam Lull

TEL. 277-3121

The trouble with a sit-in is what you sit on. And
that you have to sit on it so long.
·
Since our thing is keeping you alert mentalfy,
we've had no remedy for other parts of the body
that may fall asleep. Until we invented The Sit-On.
What distinguishes The Sit-On from an ordinary
pillow is a pocket for your NoDoz~.
Which means that now you can sit it out until
the wee hours. Alert from top to bottom.
t want to save my seat. Here's my $2.00. Send me
The Sit~n. Send check or money order to: NoDoz Pillow,
360 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10017.
Name--------------------------------Address
City
State
Zip______

No. 28

State Broadcast ...
May Be Thursday

sensational!
exotic!
native!

at your lirst sit·in.
.... .

Tuesday, October 22, 1968

les danseurs
africa
ins
l'ensemble national du mali

Save xour seat

.

Vol. 72
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and The Cultural Program Committee

I Send for the Sit·On
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The greatest Othello ever by
the greatest actor of our time.

cuted under the FCC rules.
Morrison explained that the
FCC also concerns coverage of
issues that might be considered

,
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tation will be sent out for him to
appear."
"That's Christian of him with
one or two weeks left," commented
Higgs, "Cargo and Chavez have
had a monopoly on TV appearances which is certainly to our
disadvantage since we cannot be
heard. The Journal and Tribune
are excluding Tijerina from any
news coverage, except to a minor
extent whereas Cargo and Chavez
have had huge coverage. The television stations are doing the same
even though they refer to him as
a gubernatorial candidate.''
Higgs asserted that "State authorities have nothing to do with
write-in candidates. Tijerina will
either be on the ballot or will be
a write-in candidate."
"Even if I am to be a write-in
candidate, I should have the right
to buy time," said Tijerina. "As
a citizen I have the right to appear on television. The candidacy
issue is irrelevant. Their excuse
only indicates that they are aiding and abetting the statewide
conspiracy against my election."
The station manager for KGGM, Mr. Williams explained his
refusal to sell time to Tijerina
saying that, "The fact is we have
no time to air Tijerina. We have
specials coming up and a Nov. 6
rating. We have two requests for
time from Nixon and one from
Humphrey. Our policy is to keep
political coverage to five minutes
or less.
The Lobo sought the opinion
of George Morrison, a :former
television newscaster, t.!oncerning
the FCC regulations.
Morrison stated that there are
two sides to the fairness doctrine
under the FCC: 1) The station
has to notify a party that he has
free and equal time coming if a
candidate or any other person
makes a statement that is detrimental to his interests. He is then
g-iven time to rebut the accusation.
2) There are other situations
that may arise when the station
does not have to offer time to a
candidate. I:f a candidate wishes
to petition the station for time,
it is within the station's discretion
whether they give it to him. If
the denial of time is made in bad
faith, the station can be prose-
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WASHINGTON (UPI)- Gen.
Curtis E. LeMay said Monday
Communist forces were taking advantage of American bombing limitations to pour war supplies
into South Viet Nam at an unprecedented rate.
The former Air Force chief of
staff, now running as George Wallace'!! vice presidential candidate,
said he found no evidence during
his four-day trip to Viet Nam
that the Communists had been
beaten and little to support hopes
fur successful peace negotiations
in Paris.
The current lull in the fighting
in Viet Nam is not a peace gesture from Hanoi but results fr-ll!l
Communist forces having been
"cut to pieces" by allied militru:y
power, LeMay told a news conference called to report on his
trip to the war zone.
The Communists have withdrawn into sanctuaries to lir.k
their wounds, LeMay said, but are
preparing for more large-scale attacks and are being aided by orders limiting the bombing of
North VietNam to areas south of
the 19th parallel.

He pictured the American fighting man as frustrated by the costly limitations imposed on himboth the bombing limitations and
rules which prohibit pursuit
across international borders.
"After beating the enemy, they
cannot pursue and completely destroy him because of these sanctuaries," LeMay said.
His conferences with American
leaders in VietNam-he met with
no Vietnamese - convinced him
that the restrictions which put
North Viet Nam's industrial
heartland off-limits to American
bombers had permitted Hanoi to
repair and restore its capability
to wage war, he said.
"The vital facilities destroyed
by our previous attacks have been
repaired, replaced and in many
instances, enlarged," he said.
"The harbor of Haiphong is being
used to channel a steady and ever
increasing flow of guns and .ammunition into North Viet Nam,
and these items are being rushed
south to kill American fighting
men •..
"When we were attempting to
halt these movements ... it took

approximately 100 days for shipments to move from China into
the combat zones,
"Under present conditions, two
rifles can leave Red China and
within six to eight days be in the
hands of two Vietnamese Communists firing at American men
and boys.''
LeMay, now 62 and hard of
hearing, had to have many questions repeated to him by an aide.
He appeared exhausted by his trip
but pledged to spend the next two
weeks before the election campaigning along with his wife and
grandchild.
"I found no indication they are
beaten by any means," LeMay
said of the Communists. "They
are planning further actions.
Otherwise they wouldn't be moving such large numbers of supplies to South Viet Nam."
He said if the United States
were allowed "to pursue the war
all out" it could be ended in a relatively short period of time, but
said he agreed that some limitations were necessary.
On another matter, LeMay differed with the late Sen. Robert F.
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Les Danseurs Africains performed last night in Pope~oy Hnll. '!hey
are doing an introductory dance, above. The ensemble JS the n?t1onal
dance group of Mali. The troup featured dancers, acrobats, smg.ers,
and musicians. This is their first American tour, and they ltave JUSt
performed in Europe.

I

Kennedy's account of his role in
the 1962 Cuban missile Crisis. In
an article published posthumously
in McCall's magazine, Kennedy
said LeMay had been particularly
active in urging President Kennedy to bomb military targets in
Cuba.

Small Constituency
"Reies' constituency is small,
however the race between Cargo
and Chavez lies between a large
bloc of voters that haven't decided
as yet."
Hillerman indicated that he
would have no objection if Tijerina were eligible to participate
in the debate.
· Tijerina said, "I will be glad to
participate in the debate. W'!i'k~
Cargo and Chavez are promising
is only in the interest of big business in New Mexico. This would
be an opportunity for me to voice
my promise to the people of something constitutional that will
reach the poor and deprived."

Women's l-lours Proposal

Will Be Sent to Lavender
Dean Helen Whiteside said yes- was sure that there would be some
terday that if the A WS Hours way to make such a proposal
Resolution is passed and sent to workable. When asked if there
her office for consideration, she was any danger of an hour's prowill refer the proposal to Harold posal dying in his hands, LavenLavender, vice-president of stu- der replied emphatically, "Cerdent affiairs.
tainly not."
Stressing that t h e proposal
"contains too many implications
for the entire university" for the
decision to come entirely from her
office, Dean Whiteside said that
she would forward it to Lavender
with or without endorsement, depending on the final proposal.
While UNM argues about woLavender could send the propomens'
dorm hours, Texas Technosal to the Board of Regents for
final approval, or he could make logical College goes into its third
the ultimate decision in his office, year of coeducational dormitories.
The men and women who share
Dean Whiteside said.
the
two connecting dorms at Tech
Lavendor said yesterday that he
"hasn't had time to plan" what seem more congenial than they
his exact actions will be if the are during classes, and they tend
proposal is presented to him. But to be on better behavior too, said
he added that he "would probably the wife of a dorm counselor.
Manners and dress at meal
not" send it to the Board of Retimes is much better with ~'ln•
gents.
Dean Whiteside said that. A WS and women students sharing the
could ask that their proposal be cafeteria, another counselor said.
Mliln and women have mo;l:'e
sent directly to the Board of Re• chances
to talk to each oth~r.
gents.
They can meet in the snack bar
Lavender stressed t h a t the
Housing Committee will be includ- in the basement and have a co~e
ed in any decision which comes without ever havin gto leave t,he
from his office. He explained that dorm.
The two dorms are connected
this was "mainly because of the
with
a main lobby and also share
logistical problems involved.''
An hour's proposal will present a laundry room, snack bar, inmoney and personnel problems re- formal lounge and dorm office; but
quiring changes in present poli- the dorms are segregated enough
cies Lavender said. Decisions will to allow privacy in the wings.
The only real problem so far is
hav~ to be made for making the
proposal workable, Lavender ad- that when sharing the laundry
roo~ clothes get mixed up, said
ded.
But Lavender stressed that he the president of the girl's dorm.

Problems Minor
In Coed Dorm

, .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . sa
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When the 1968-69 fall semester began at UNM just over a
month ago, the Albuquerque Police Department launched
what appeared to be an intensive campaign to eliminate the
(<undesirable elements" from the university area.
,:l,>o1ice began a day and night vigil in the Yale Park-Dairy
Queen area and made numerous arrests for jayWalking and
vagrancy. The target group in the clean up campaign was the
long-haired, sandaled element that so many people consider
to be. a blot on the university's image.
In response to numerous complaints of undue harassment
by the police, members of The Lobo editorial staff endeavored to find out if UNM students were among the group that
had been subjected to a large number of questionable arrests.
After interviews with several people who had been arrested on jayWalking and obscure vagrancy charges, it became
apparent that those who had been arrested were by and large
not UNM students.
With this discovery, The Lobo felt that it might be overstepping its bounds by taking up a torch for a group of people not directly connected with the university community.
Many of the people interviewed said that they were "just
passing through" and were indeed guilty of vagrancy as specified in the Albuquerque Criminal Code.
Since the law says in part that "Vagrancy shall consist of
either: A. Being without visible or lawful means of support
or although possessing the physical ability to work, failing
or refusing to actively seek employment, or E. Loitering
about or on any public, private, or parochial school, college,
seminary grounds, or buildings, either on foot or in or on any
vehicle without lawful business there," no amount of editorializing seems likely to do much good.
The question here is whether or not the police should have
the power to determine what elements are undesirable to the
university community. Unless students and administrators
feel that the long-haired sandaled types are unfit to be on the
university's premises, it is illogical for outside authorities to
,.9§come involved in a clean-up campaign.
,} The police seem to be obsessed with the idea that they
must make the value judgments and decide what types of
people are harmful to the university's image.
Even more disturbing is the fact that the UNM police have
also become involved in using hair length .and style of dress
as criteria for determining acceptability.
A UNM graduate, Ken Balazar, who has made the mistake
Of letting his hair grow a little longer than is socially acceptable, was arrested for vagrancy by university police last
week. Balazar had been in Zimmerman Library doing research for one of the classes he teaches at the University of
Albuquerque.
Balazar became involved in an argument with police over
payment of parking fines and was subsequently arrested for
vagrancy. He was said to have been on university premises
''without lawful business."
Chances are that Balazar would not have been "suspected"
of vagrancy if he had been sporting a Joe College haircut
and a clean shave rather than a mustache.
It is time that someone, either students or administrators,
took issue with the fact that a broad and ambiguous vagrancy law is being used discriminatorily against people unacceptable to the police.
Maybe the police should talk with the students about the
· clean cut homosexuals and perverts who make the university
campus 'and surrounding areas a permanent stomping
ground,
The UNM police are quick to apprehend parking delinquents, but where were they when a male intruder assaulted
a woman student in her dorm room last month? Perhaps
they were looking for people who did not appear to be dressk
ed and groomed as if they had lawful business on campus.
r-<-::o:>
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openness of the university community. More important is the
whole idea of being required to
carry identification papers.
Americans, at the very beginning, were suspicio~s of strong
government limitations on their
personal freedom (they learned
that in Europe). Gradually, both
of these have been lost, but not
without resistance.
For example, when the draft
act was passed in 1917, registrants were required to carry a
registration certificate. Almost
everyone registered, but many declined to carry the little card as
specified by law. The Justice Department organized mass raids. It
pulled men out of theatres, streetcars, and other public places and
put them in jail or in armories if
they failed to possess the card. In
the New York area alone, there
were 75,000 arrests. Perhaps it is
government actions like this that
explains why Americans have become so docile.
A good example of this passiv-

W4r llusqtugtnu lrpnrt
By JAMES A. SMITH
Long after his expected drubbing two and a half weeks from now,
Hubert H. Humphrey will probably be the subject of deep academic
analysis to determine his "subversion" away from the liberal camp
which he used to champion. Currently, liberal academicians are more
disgruntled than they are intrigu- President not only on his foreign
ed by the evolution which the Vice against a number of items which
President has undergone since as- have turn legislation bitter. Take
suming the Number Two post some topics of local concern here
four years ago.
in the District of ColumbiaOn one side there is the arguWhile Humphrey made a
ment that he has not evolved, that big• show
last year in lighting up
in fact his liberalism never ex- city playgrounds for a couple
tended past domestic issues, espe- hours after dark, he failed to put
cially not into foreign policy. his prestige against a highway
Humphrey has never been in the program that was continuing to
position of questioning this coun- disrupt poor neighborhood after
try's past or current actions so poor neighborhood in the interests
much as in the position of outlin- of .subtJ.rbap.. ~:o.n:~:muters and truck
ing ~new dire~ctions in ·which the lobbyists.
country must go domestically.
e While he did the "little
Humphrey, as a Senator, sup- things" like suggest doubled garported the Anti-Communist Con- bage collection in the slums and
trol Act of 1954, an amendment to getting the Federal Government
the original Internal Security Act to clean up its own property, he
of 1950 which Richard Nixon took no observable stand on such
sponsored.
larger issues as: a tax structnre
On the topic of Viet N am, Hum- which allows 367 Americans with
phrey's phraseology counters any incomes over $100,000 to avoid
explanation that he is really a any taxes at all; a 4 percent sales
dove who cannot sever his politi- tax (including food) imposed by
cal commitment for practical rea- Congress on the mostly black ressons. Sen. Eugene McCarthy and idents of Washington; a military
he are as much as speaking sep- conscription law which discriminarate languages in their negotia- ates against those blacks, sustions for accomodation. Humphrey pends all early adult males in a
speaks negatively of "imposing" a decade of uncertainty, and even
coalition on the South Vietnamese hurts businessmen seeking perby admitting the Viet Cong and manent employees; a food stamp
peace forces into the political sys- law which degrades the poor by
tem. The wording implies that including ice cream and exemptevery communist sympathizer in ing soap; or a Department of
the South must have come from Housing and Urban Development
the North, and that the current, which has yet to construct a
one-sided government is not itself single low-income unit, according
"imposed" upon these elemetns.
to a Congressional report.
If one were really to attack
Regardless of VietNam (even to
Humphrey's defection from the the extent of its dissipation of doliberal camp, he hardly need turn mestic funds), what happened to
to the question of Viet Narn. The the Hubert Humphrey who deVice President's domestic "liberal- lighted in the opportunity to exism" has on its own assumed a pose inequities and nearsightedvacuousness which is out of tune ness?
with a founder of Americans for
Arthur Waskow, Washington
Democratic Action. Humphrey "troublemaker'' and resident felseems hardly sensitive to the fact low of the Institute for Policy
that when he boasts of Model Studies, gives his explanation.
Cities he is boasting of a program Humphrey is like the laborer who
which has actually worked against has been pushing a stone up the
the poor rather than for them and hill for so long, with his nose one
has won the condemnation of inch from the stone, that his own
many civil rights groups.
face has turned to stone. "He bas
Humphrey has folowed the become one of those he was fightpolicy but on not speaking out ing," concludes Waskow.
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Police Harrassment

Bema Is •iii'Ded guest editorial opinion, not n"""'sarily reftectinlr the viewa of The Lobo.

By ROGER Y. ANDERSON
This year, police have been arresting people in the university
area for "failure to have proper
identification." This is being done
to rid the campus and university
area of "undesirable elements."
Apparently the university administration itself is in sympathy
with the recent arrests as campus
police are also enforcing the restrictions against non-students.
Last' week, for example, a recent UNM graduate with a Master's degree, who has a teaching
job in Albuquerque, returned to
his old alma mater to do a little
research in the library. A campus
cop asked him for his ID,· and
failing to ·have a student ID card,
our illustrious alum was busted
for vagrancy.
This certainly must be an extreme case--but it illustrates how
determined and thorough the campaign against the non-student is.
Two important social concepts
are being violated with these arrests. One is the autonomy and

What Is A Vagrant?

!
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ity is the unquestioning acceptance by students of the use of social security numbers for purposes of student identification. At
the risk of sounding paranoid, it
doesn't take too much brains to
see what the use of that federal
number is all about.
It is directed toward a national
data processing system that will
greatly strengthen the ability of
the central government to manipulate and control its citizens. The
liberal press talks about built-in
safeguards for such a system but we know that it is a joke.
In the present local case, students offer up their ID cards, with
t h a t lovely innocuous federal
number, whenever asked by a
campus or city cop. They do not
question that there is no law requiring them to produce a student
ID, or that the policeman really
has no business or right to know
if he is a student or not.
And so, by being intimidated, or
what is worse, by happily accepting police authority in this sphere,
the student is cooperating and setting up the situation that sends
his non-student friend to the tank
for vagrancy.
Police must have reasonable
cause for suspicion before stopping a person and asking for
identification. This requirement,
however, is being eroded by the
actions of police on and off campus.
If we can remember the spirit
the early immigrants brought
from Europe - that the policestate mentality must be actively
resisted by the individual, perhaps
the next time a cop asks for ID,
he can be politely told that unless
he has suspicion of a crime, it is
none of his damn business. See
you in the tank.

NROTC Target
Of Radical Vigil
Something is going to happen
today, but no one is quite sure
what it will be when the Naval
Reserve Officer's Training Corps
(NROTC) takes its annual physical fitness (PT) tests at 4 p.m. at
Zimmerman Field.
Radical Rush is planning a silent vigil to protest the presence
of NROTC on the UNM campus.
A spokesman for the group, Larry Russell, said the purpose of tomorrow's event is to "get rid of
NROTC."
Russell did not know exactly
what will happen or how many
people will be there. He said Radical Rush bas been circulating
leaflets to publicize the event.
Capt. Kenneth Brown, commanding officer of the NROTC
unit at UNM, said NROTC members taking the PT tests have been
instructed to ignore the protesters. "We try not to respond to
any verbal provocation," he said.
Jack Cairns, security officer for
the campus, said the campus police "will be around." He added,
"I hope they do not do anything
that is not right because we are
having some teachers in."
Cairns does not anticipate trouble. "I heard it is a silent vigil,"
he said.
Capt. Sam Romero of the Albuquerque police department's traffic division said the city police will
not be at the vigil "unless the
campus police request our presence.''
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Lobos Could Use Several Bookerts
By JOHN MOSER
Sports Writer
It's true that after six football
games, nearly all Lobo fans would
rather be dead than red. The cherry and silver hasn't come close
yet, and have four of their tough-

•
•
••

TJ.. FRANK CHEWIWIE
Own tot

MODERN ~Q LATIN MUaiC
FOR BPECIAL OCCASION!!~

TELEPHONE 268-<1297

-ALSuQLiiR~.M.

est games of the season remaining.
If they win one of these, everyone in America-and some Europeans - will be totally shocked.
Yet one man has managed to
shine through all this mud-tail. back David Bookert.
In six games this season, Bookert has picked up 525 yards on
the ground on 133 carries, and
singlehandedly c o m p o s e s the
UNM ground attack. The entire
L!lbo squil:d has netted 576 yards.
David also has caught four
passes, run back six kickoffs for
215 yards-including a 95 yarder

Scuba
Diving
Classes
Sponsored by

the Professional Association
of Diving Instructors
(certificate presented upon completion
of course)

New Classes Begin
Oct.29
Classes Meet
Tuesday &Thursday
7:00-8:30 p.m.
Valley High School Pool
cost $32-all equipment
supplied
Cantact Tom White
H. Cook Sporting Goods
102 Win rock Center

247-3764

•

go1ng to an

~
COMPLETE
OUTFIT

$10
COAT AND

rents tuxedos
FIRST and GOLD • ALBUQUERQUE

DAVID BOOKERT

X-Country Tearn
Bows to Miners
University of Texas at El Paso
cross country runners swept to
1-2 finishes Saturday to defeat
UNM 23-83 in a cross country
dual meet at Roosevelt Park.
It was UTEP's second win of
the season over the L!lbos and
places them in top contention for
the WAC title in Tempe, Arizona next month. The first score
between the two schools was 23·
32.
Dan McKillip and Kerry Pearce
,beaded the finishers. McKillip
trotted the hilly four-mile course
in 20:57 while Pearce was second at 20:58.
Lobo Chuck Schuch took third
in 21: 05, followed by UTEP's
Peter Romero in 21 :22 and teammate Rod Hill in 21:20.
Other L!lbo times were Adrian
DeWindt in 21:28; Web Loudat in
22:03; Bob Nanniga in 22:15;
Dave Roberts in 22:20 and Torn
Toft in 22:38.

last Saturday against San Jose-and leads UNM scorers with six
touchdowns for 36 points.
It can only be speculation as to
what Book could do with a better
line blocking in front of him.
The 6-2, 190-pound Hobbs junior needs 282 yards in his last four
games to surpass Bobby Santiago's school record of 806 yards
for one season. Bobby, now head
football coach at Albuquerque's
Rio Grande High School, set the
record in 1962.
Last season Ramblin' Dave lead
the Lobo rushers also, with 671
yards on 148 carries, to place second in the WAC. He was second
on the squad in scoring with 24
points, and had a 55-yard TD
jaunt against Arizona State.
He played junior college ball at
Cisco, Tex. where he was honorable mention all-conference halfback.
Hobbs (N.M.) High School
claims the UNM speedster as a
noted alum, and he was all-district and all-State for football
coach Bob Burris.
Bookert's rushing feats are
even more outstanding when one
considers that all Lobo opponents
realize in advance he is the Lobo
running game, and set their defenses to stop him.
It may correctly be said that,

NSA & Student Gov't. have
available THEATRE DISCOUNT CARDS good at Hiland, Cinema East, Kimo,
State, Sunshine & Lobo.
Cards entitle holder to 25¢
- 50¢ discount when presented at theatre. Cards can
be found at NSA office or
ticket booth in SUB through
Fri., Oct. 25.

in addition to Cargo, New Mexico
can boast of another Lonesome
Dave.

UNM French Benefit

PARIS RIVE GAUCHE Cabaret Theatre
Oct. 22, 1968-8 P.M.-STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
$2.50 General Admission
$1.50 Students and Faculty

THUNDERBIRD
Placitas
Presents
KELL ROBERTSON
Folk- country- blues
EVERY SATURDAY
TUESDAY SPECIAL: 6-8 P.M. ONLY
~ Gallon Draft Beer 65¢
You Must be 21 or over: We Check ID

·Character Studies

Photography
by

RICHARD L. SITTLER

410 Harvard Ave. S.E.
Office 247-4203 8 to 5, Residence 842-9632
Commercial Fashion Legal - SUNCARDS Welcome

A shaver that gives
almost twice the shaves
per charge

is worth some study.
Our Rechargeable 45CT (below) gives
you 3 weeks of close shaves on a single charge.
(Which is nearly twice as much as any other
rechargeable.)
And it gives you the choice of using the
cord, or'not.
It also has a lot of things in common
with our new Tripleheader Speedshaver® 35T.
Both shavers have 18 rotary blades set
in three new 'floating' Microgroove"' heads,
that follow the contours of your face.
And they both shave you as close or
closer than a blade in 2 out of 3 shaves. (As
tested in an independent lab by some very independent men.)

They also have some extras that make
shaving a lot easier. A
separate pop-up trim·
mer, snap-open cleaning, a handy on/ off
switch, and a 110/220
voltage selector for
travel use.
Whichever you
choose, you can't get
. __ _ _ _ _ __ _ J a closer shave.

.

We: RE 60/NG T'O FALL OFF
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GLADDEN YOUR HEARTH
... or den, or bar, or dorm ...
with this eye-catching THROW RUG
The Anheuser-Busch "A & Eagle" does colorful wonders
in sparking up any room-anywhere. It's a beautiful28" x 36"
deep pile Acrilan rug, durable, easy to clean. Deep red,
brown and gold on white.
Check or money order for $12.75 (includes postage) no
COD's. Money-back guarantee if not completely satisfied!
Offer void where prohibited by Jaw.

ROBERT BASKOWITZ ENTERPRISES
issourl63105
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~~.~.?.::.,ow.!~~,~~ .Not. Over-Wyoming Next

ly fade away, Rudy Feldman faces
t?e alr_nost.impossible task of gettmg hls mmi-squad into condition
. Lay's .game WI'th Wyofor• Saturd
Th
mmg m aram1e ·
e Cowb?ys are defending
WAc champions and are fresh
fro;m three straight wins over
Anzona State, Brigham Young
and Utah. Their upset win over

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving

the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women
Fidelity Onion life

BLACKJACK'S
200 Central S.E.
Come in and see usfor the best
guitar buys in Albuquerque
Specials this week @ BLACKJACK'S:
New Classical Guitars American Made-13.50
20% to 40'({> olE on Univox and Tempo
Guitars and AmplifiOJ:B
Now carrying Fender light gnage
Btrinii'S 20o/o o!I thill week only

Old Lea ~au! Model Guitar--2 piekups
-speeml to UNM atndenta. 299 00
!hill week anl!r
•
Moserite Fuzztones (the best in the
land) speeisl to UNM:stnden-25%
olflist
Albuquerque's Duy:inest. Sellinest.
Tradinest Guitar Dealer-ALSO ITS
LARGEST
P.S. Mention this ad and get two :me
guitar pleks

Having Problems
With Your

from-behind victory ove:~l'ic~meYoung (20-17) has put th ·~ :m
into top contentio
· e 0 es
Last year's team
went
n agam. undean
rna
e
an
appearance m
feated d
d
•
the Sugar Bowl against Louisiana
State. Coach Lloyd Eaton's team
took a 13-0 halftime lead before
tiring out in the second half to
lose 20-13.
5th Last year
In addition to the WAC title
the Cowboys also finished fifth
(UPI) and sixth (AP) in the final wire standings.
Many people are asking how
the 'Pokes can make this year
compare to last.
Head coach Lloyd Eaton sums
it up this way-"Look at it from
any angle and you'll see this has
got to be a re-building year for us.
We lost six offensive starters ineluding the entire backfield that
started the Sugar Bowl game six
defe~sive starters ~rom the' top
rushmg defense umt in the nation, and the top kicker (Jerry
DePoyster) in the country. That's
a lot of people out of the heart of
your ball club," he said.
"One thing we didn't loose was
pride. This has been important to
us, especially the last few seasons.
The 28 lettermen returning certainly have pride, and the youngsters coming up from the frosh
ranks caught it in the spring," he
added.
QBNeeded
But one of Wyoming's biggest
problems is the development of a
quarterback which will replace the
great Paul Toscano. Actually this
is the tbird straight year the
Cowboys have begun play without a seasoned quarterback. Toscano began last season as a safety but was switched to the QB slot
and did well.
This year's answer to signal
caller may be Skip Jacobsen
whose 65-yard touchdown driv~
against Utah Saturday night led
the Cowboys to a. 20-9 win in Laramie.
The vacancy left by the great
Jerry Depoyster also causes problems but Wyoming may have
found his replacement in sophomore Bob Jacobs, whose golden
toe made the winning difference
two weeks ago against BYU, The

Malcenof
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Curriculum

up.s~t-mmded C~ugars took a surpnsmg 17-7 third quarter lead,
but ~he Cowpokes stormed back

to wm 20-17·
Flip-Flop Offence
The Wyoming offense features
a split end and flanker. The formation can be flipped, keeping the
players in their same relative positions. Guards and tackles are
termed "split" or "tight" to conform to the end designations on

their side of the center. Remaining positions use regular terminology.
Just two teams in the previous
9
1 years gave up leas rushing
·
yards per game than the Cowboys
did in 1967 (42 3) They

Syracuse in 1966 (38.5) and Wyoming itself in 1966 (38.5). The
nearly air-t1'ght pass umbre.lla allowed but 142.9 yards per game,
and on1Y seven touch downs, to
rank the 'Pokes third in the land

j'

Consult

Colleg~
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'

Career
Counseling
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WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY OCT. 23 &24

~
>Q·iO~v.:O,;O~O·~o·~tf:;d'i0:;
Advance tickets available at SUNSHINE
THEATRE AND RHODES CORONADO or
Phone CENTRAL TICKET AGENCY 2431703. Matinee 2 P.M., ADULTS $1.50,
. ' .
~;Q::::t"r;l"\;·f"\::(),=0= 0"0"f"'··Q. STUDENTS $1.00. EVENING 8 P.M.
., .,,··t.f-i ·>t<-~~·>li"-:·,.-·.,,, •. ~..,.•·'1~··:., 1 r ADULTS $2.0(), STUDENTS $1.50.
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OCTOBER 29th, at

Service

7:30PM in the
UNION 1'HEATER

Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office H"'urs by Appointment

under sponsorship of
the
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Police Advance

Personal

Portable TV

\

Full 24 sq. •m.
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$75

DEPARTMENT STORE

"BENJAMIN" KEEPS UP WITH THE

"AmENCH
'TOM JONES'!"

·-romcAfE
MASTERPIECE

... IT OFFERS
BEAUTY
SENSUALITY:
AND
PERFECT
_..,,...
TASTE!"
"GRACEFUL
AND

__

OUITE
BEAUTIFUL
AND
ELEGANT
...SHARPLY
SATIRICAL!"
....

strators if they wanted to stay on
the grass or move back to the
bleachers as requested by Chief
of Campus Security, Jack Cairns.
Cooper stressed that thfi\ demonstration was not organized, so any
decision would be on an individual
basis.
75 Remained
About 75 of the demonstrators
remained and sat down in the
middle of the field .
Lavender then told the group,
who began to chant "Hell no we
won't go," tlmt they were interfering with the NROTC class .
Several demonstrators attempted to debate Lavender on the
question of whether they had tl1e
right to remain on the field. He
answered, "This is debatable, but
hardly debatable at this point.
Either you leave now or we will
have to take the proper steps to
remove you."
'Proper Steps'
The "proper steps" were taken
by seven campus policemen. As
they approached the group, the
demonstrators began to move
about the field attempting to
elude the police.
Eventually, they were moved. to
the edge of the field. where they
Eeuadorean, AID officials, and taunted NROTC members who
UNM personnel to discuss de- were running relays. At one p~:,P,1
tails of an elementary education
program in Ecuador directed by Wright and several others joined
the relays. When he moved to the
UNM's College of Education.
Dedication Program
edge of the field he was handcuffThe center dedication program ed by police and taken to campus
will include participation by the police headquarters amid jeers of
rectors of Quito's two universites,
as well as the United States Am- "fascist pigs" and "what's the
bassador to Ecuador, Dr. Sabine charge" by demonstrators.
Ulibarri, UNM's Spanish profesThe demonstrators disbanded
sor who is director of the Quito soon after the NROTC had comCenter, and Lie. Nelson Davila,
pleted their tests.
assistant director of the Center.

Quito Center Will Be Dedicated
Ecuador's President Jose Maria
Velasco Ibarra will join UNM
President Ferrel Heady and
UNM regents President Arturo
Ortego at dedication ceremonies
for UNM's new Andian Study
and Research Center in Quito,
Ecuador, Oct. 28.
The Center, for upper division

undergraduates and graduate students from UNM, opened its
doors at the start of this semester. Some 50 students made the
trip from Albuquerque and Miami to take part in the program.
Trip Starts
Dr. Heady and Ortega have
left Albuquerque for the South

Operation 'Time Out'
Day For Discussion

BELLAsHess

STARTS TOMORROW LOBO THEATRE.··
- - ----,11 -

.
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~-~~PUS
SPOTLIGHT.
-

~-~·-"-••

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION

Student Detained

A UNM student, Manu e 1
Wright, was taken into custody
by the campus police during a
demonstration against the Naval
Reserve Officer Training Corps
(NROTC) yesterday afternoon at
Zimmerman Field.
Wright was immediately released by campus police pending
a decision on further action by
Vice President of Student Affairs,
Harold Lavender.
Relays Run
Wright and several other demonstrators had run relays along
with the NROTC which Lavender
said was interference. He does not
know whether criminal or disciplinary charges will be filed
against Wright.
At the outset of the "watch-in,"
most of the 100 demonstrators
were in the bleachers. Then they
began to move onto Zimmerman
'
·"'···"".
,
•
Lobo Photo By Robert Dnldwln
Field.
Campus pollee are shown advancmg on demonstrators sitting in the
Alan Cooper, a member of
middle of Zimmerman field yesterday. One student was taken into custody Radical Rush, asked the demonbut released when he joined NROTC relays during physical training tests.

, TODA.Y •.• IN ..JfiE BELLAS ~ESS ·:

WICKED I

NEXT TUESDAY,

; ~:*

By UNM Police

The greatest Othello ever by
the greatest actor of our time.

WHERE YOU ARE
HEADED?

or your Career?

'

I

After Field Protest

WHO YOU ARE?

Satisfying answers
can be found but
spiritual reseS:rch
and understanding
are necessary. Hear
this lecture called
4l
.
'
What is Success?'•
by HARRY S. SMITH,
C.~B.,an authorized
teacher and practitioner of Christian
Science -healing;-

I

ONLY!

WONDERED
I
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Want Ads
BOARD AND ROOM
I W]LL provide room & board for nny girl
WJIIing to help with some housekeeping
& baby sitting !or 2 school-age children
256·1758 evenings.
·
•
STUDENTS;-PARK WTH US _: Modern
acoomodatlons with a large parking lot.
Phone 248-2881.
FOR SALE
35 J11M SLR. Mamlrn.Seeor's Tower 87
wtth 55 mm normal & 35 mm wide angle
lens. Just cheeked by top L.A. specialist.
$100. Stephan Parl, 1612 Gold BE, Apt.
2, or message at Arl Dept.
1964 WHITE MERCURY METEOR. Excellent .copditlon, power ete4;ring, brakes,
transmiSSlOn. Heater & radio. $500. Call
266-2219.
1966 SEARS MOTORCYCLE 106 co. .&
cycle. Like new. Gar.v Johnson, 298-8628.
FADED BLUE '55 Chevy, 4-door V-8
Radio, Hester. Asking $260. Coine
Lebo office, don't call Ask for Burton.
1967 gREEN TRIUMPH Spitfire. $1345.
En~t~ne In excellent shape; 24 m.p.g. In
town. Call 299·9161.
WHY PAY RENT when for only $350,
down & low monthly payments you can
have the pride of home ownershh>, build
an equity, and have tax relief. See this
charming 2 bd rm, w/tormal dining
•room & lat11'e living room w/fireplace, 2
patfoo. part biL"iement, garage eentral
forced .air, hardwood floors. Clos;, to Nob
Hill. Call Sam Cooper 266-8571; evenings
842-8280. Caird Norris Realty.
FOUND
PURE WHITE KITTEN; blue .,yes, about
8 months old. Found In front of JournalIsm Bldg. Owner may eall 242-8764 or
pick UP at 1717 Coal SE.
HELP WANTED
PHOTOGRAPHERS-shoot for The Lobo.
Long holllB, lousy lab, worse equipment.
A challenge for any man and $2 a pic:~ Make appJlcation to any Lobo
editor. Rm. 168, Student Pub wing of
the Journalism Building (at Yale and
Central),
FRESHMEN AND WOMEN-and anyone
else who really cares-you can join The
Lobo ae a cub reporter. work long hourB
for low, low pay, and eventually work
your waY up to a real pot~ition on the
paper, Poaltlotu1 limited. by Imagination
only.
MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: Portsble tspe recorder and
tspes, for clllSII Jcctnrcs. Cheap ($) but
sturdy. Call 268-2139 evenings or come
by LOBO office•.J, Miloglav.
PARCT German Shepard llUPpies. FREE.
a 11 2 42-6562.
GO TO THE Lebo, Hiland, Cinema East,
Klmo, Stste, Sunshine Theatres for less.
DJBCOont cards available at NSA office or
SUB ticket booth.
PERSONALS
NEED A FRIEND? Faithful, adorable
bound puppies. $10. Cheap at twlec the
price. See afternoons, 616 Je!Eemon NE.
ROOMMATE WANTED- Two male otu·
dents need 3~ pei:I!On to share large 8
bdrm•.ho1111e. .lfull;Y furnished. $37.00 per
mo. Call 266-6126 or eome by 3017 Edith
NE.
SERVICES
TYPING. Are yuu "bugged" by spelling
and punetaation 1 Phone 242-0649.

EXICD
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Ameri!lan trip that is to take
them to Colombia as well as Ecuador. The university officials will
stop first in Bogota, the Colombian capital. They will be there
until Friday conferring with U.S.
Agency for International Development representatives and Colombian officials about· a secondary education improvement program operated by UNM in Columbia.
In addition to participation in
the dedication ceremonies for the
UNM center, they will meet with

Task Force Organized

"this is an opportunity for them
By JOHN MILOGI,AV
to get together and clear the air."
Staff Writer
Potter also said schools aren't
The National Students Associabound
by the suggestions pretion (NSA) is planing a nationviously
sent out to the various
wide day of "Time Out" for stustudent
governments, but are to
dents so they can plan strategy
determine their own issues and
for the coming year.
talk about them.
Operation Time Out, as exSince this is an election year,
plained by Alan Potter, consuland
because of the notable haptant for the Center of Educational
enings
at the political convenReform for NSA, would be a day
tions,
NSA
is "trying to get the
set aside so that students can
students
to
become
more aware of
talk about issues which affect
present politics," he said.
them.
When asked where the capital
No Voice in Politics
was coming from, Potter said
"Since most students aren't al- "It's money from McCarthy backlowed a voice in politics," he said, ers."
200 Schools So Far
Potter said that about 200
schools have indicated they will
pa,rticipate. "We are shooting
for 500," he said.
Potter's comment about the
choice
being offered the public for
Dr. Dennis H. Wrong, professor
the
Presidency:
"We would like
of sociology at New York Univerto
see
more
discussions
on what
sity and one of the outstanding
sociologists in the fields of popu- this election will mean."
Philllngram, coordinator of the
lation studies and social theory,
campus
division of NSA, said he
will . present a graduate school
didn't
know
whether the UNM
lecture tonight at 8 p.m. at the
branch of NSA would sponsor
Union ballroom.
"Time Out." It's going to be a
Wrong's topic is "Max Weber: joint decision between ASUNM
Architect of Modern Social President Jim Dines, myself, Vice
Science.''
President of Student Affairs
The apea\wr is the author of Harold Lavender, and ASUNM
many articles in several areas of Vice President Ron Curry," he
sociology, an editor of "Dissent,"
and sociology editor at Random said.
Ingram asked that any stuHouse and Knopf.
dent who wanted to express his
As a regular contributor to opinion or ask questions about
"Commentary" since the early "Time Out," come to the NSA of1950s he bas written on topics as fice on the second floor of the
varied as population; politics, soUnion.
cial class, and Cuba.

'Dissent' Editor

To Give Speech
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Drug Information Available
By JOHN MILOGLAV
Staff Writer
A Task Force on Drugs, available to all UNM organizations
has been set up to discuss the
medical and legal implications of
drug use and traffic.
Dr. Agamemnon Despopoulos
of the medical school and professor Robert Walker of the law
school, the two members comprising the Force, have received only
two calls each for appointments.
The two groups asking for discussion time are sororities.

Professor Walker said he would
take no position for or against
drugs and their use but instead
would talk about the penalties
and sanctions for using drugs,
"and perhaps some of the social
aspects."
Dr. Despopoulos said that in
his discussion he would go pretty
much by ear, but that he would
prefer to answer specific questions. He said that there is a lot
of curiosity about marijuana and

LSD, and that most of the discussion would be on these two items.
Dr. Desopopoulos also said the
psychological and social implications of drug use would be important issues and would probably come up in the discussions.
A symposium on the use and
abuse of drugs and narcotics was
held earlier this month at Montana State University and was
generally well received by the
student body and faculty alike.

Two ~xhibits Destroyed
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Lobo Announces
Campaign Edition
The Lobo is planning a se1··ics
of spc&ia.l election editions the
week before national electio1L
day, Nov. 5. Anyone may sub1nit for consideration essays of
endorsement or dem~nciatdon of
any of the candidates. We will
feature, i?L seprora.tc issues,
Wallace, Nixon, Humphrey,
and - in a wrap-up - fourth
pu,rt11 and write-in candidates.
The special editians will begin with next Tuesday's issue
of The Lobo. Articles should be
s1tbmitted 1tot later tlum M onday at The Lobo office. Articles
will become the property of The
Lobo and may be editod to meet
requirements of lengtlr,

On 1-lomecomingWeekend
By STEVE LAPRADE
Staff Writer
Two Homecoming exhibits, one
by the Black Student Union and
the other by Alvarado and Onate
men's resident halls, were burned
during the Homecoming weekend.
Harvey Jua1•ez, governor of the
Kiowa floor of Alvarado, said the
fire was probably started "at about 2:15 a.m. Saturday.'' Juarez
said the Onate-Alvardo exhibit
had ben dest1·oyed and the Black
Student Union exhibit across the
street had been set on fire.
Sarah Ellis of the Black Student Union said the rest of the
exhibit was burned sometime Saturday night. "By Sunday morning, it was completely destroyed.''

The Alvarado-Onate exhiqj.l;
was titled "2001-A Space Odyssey". There was a San Jose Spartan astronaut connected to a space
ship by an "umbilical cord." A
UNM Lobo had a pair of scissors
and was preparing to cut the
umbilical cord. The exhibit was
made up of three unpeainted
chicken wire, and napkins. All
that remains are thnc charred,
two-story-high poles. One pole is
charred from top to bottom. One
lone bent strand of chicken wire
hangs from that pole.
The Black Student Union exhibit was a mural with a black
fist in the middle of a reddishorange fire. Nothing remained of
this exhibit by Suunday morning.
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